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We started #SEOWeek four years ago as an ode to 
our unofficial mascot, Albert Einstein. 

Eintstein’s birthday falls on Pi Day, or March 14 each 
year. 

We celebrate Einstein’s never-ending search for 
answers with our own week dedicated to search. 

Enjoy and welcome to #SEOWeek 4.0!

ABOUT #SEOWEEK
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WHERE AMAZON FITS IN
AMAZON BRAND PAGES

THE AMAZON ALGORITHM
OPTIMIZING YOUR LISTINGS
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DECODING WHAT MAKES PEOPLE CLICK

PAID SEARCH | SEO | DISPLAY 
PAID SOCIAL | AMAZON | MARTECH



ABOUT NETELIXIR
OUR TEAM: 120+ fanatically 
analytical search marketers, 
operating in three countries.

OUR PARTNERSHIPS: Google 
Premier Partner, Bing Select 
Agency, & UPS Exclusive Partner.

OUR VALUE:  We help you own the 
search bar with our high touch, high 
tech approach to online customer 
acquisition. 



FINDING NEW CUSTOMERS USING 
AMAZON



• Organic strategies cannot exist within silos 
• In 2018 SEO is focused on User Experience
• In the end organic search will be as successful 

as your understanding of your digital consumer.

ORGANIC 
CANNOT EXIST IN 

SILOS



• Primarily uses e-commerce to purchase 
products.

• Purchases products through different 
applications and platforms

• Performs actions via the use of various 
applications, across different devices 

TODAY’S DIGITAL 
CONSUMER



• Retailers must embrace every aspect of the 
SERP and create a marketing strategy that 
dominates all the touch points within the 
customer journey.

• This includes paid, display, social, organic and 
Amazon. 

• A Raymond James study published in 2017 
stated that 52% of consumers now use 
Amazon as the first touch point for product 
searches. 

WHAT THIS MEANS 
FOR RETAILERS



• There is constant friction between the retailers and 
marketplaces like Amazon. 

• While brands are still relevant the ability to retain 
consumers on brand loyalty alone has diminished.

• A symbiotic relationship must be created.

• Retailers must extend their brand on Amazon 
to capture the best of both worlds.

AMAZON: FRIEND 
OR FOE?



• Search engines don’t always provide the same value for 
product discovery and purchases. 

• Merchants convert at 3.32% using traditional marketing tactics. 
Amazon converts at 74% for Prime customers and 13% for 
non-Prime customers. (Millward Brown Digital)

•
Amazons algorithm guides the shopper through a step by step 
process at every click. It is a very interactive and intuitive 
process. 

• Because Amazon focuses heavily on buyer intent and not as 
much on informational intent, optimization becomes more 
streamlined.

THE AMAZON 
ADVANTAGE



AMAZON OPTIMIZATION



• Amazon Stores offers brands the ability to make 
microsites within the Amazon environment

• This free self-service allows you to “own” your 
branded experience.

• This gives consumers the peace of mind that they’re 
shopping directly with your brand, not through a 
private reseller or imitator

CREATING A BRAND 
STORE ON AMAZON



CREATING A BRAND 
STORE ON AMAZON



• Custom Product Addition: Add your handpicked 
products within a dynamic framework for a 
responsive design.

• Sales & Promotions: Add social media and 
promotional buttons and promote with integrated 
tools.

• Brand design: Use the Amazon available templates 
that are customizable for best results. 

CREATING A BRAND 
STORE ON AMAZON



Right now, there are still limited ways for consumers to 
discover the brand store – and most are heavily reliant 
on branded searches. 

• Clicking the brand name on a product listing
• Doing a search for the brand in Amazon and clicking 

on a headline ad in the results
• Doing a search for the brand on Google
• Direct links to the store
• Paying for a sponsored headline ad

FINDING YOUR 
BRAND STORE



EXAMPLE: LEGO



• Newer pages still don’t outrank category pages in 
many searches (see previous slide!)

• Brands must proactively claim their listings and 
participate on Amazon to take advantage.

• Awareness is low for shoppers – most still don’t 
know about this feature.

• Competitors can take advantage of your brand if 
you’re not listing with paid ads

KEY CHALLENGES



For brands like Nike that don’t have a store on 
Amazon, paid ads by Under Armour are stealing the 
branded headline. This creates a tricky situation for 
brands not yet on Amazon.

THE NIKE EXAMPLE



The need to creating a brand store in Amazon and 
then ensuring that it is consistently optimized emerges 
from gaining the following advantages:

1. Google is indexing the brand pages.
2. The pages are new so it will take time to rank 

higher.
3. It will be easier to rank your brand than rank your 

products.

RANKING YOUR 
BRAND STORE



Amazon has huge authority among search engines. 
That could mean an Amazon Store could potentially 
outrank a brand’s own online store, which generates 
higher margins and lifetime value.

-- David Hutchinson, iProspect

IMPORTANCE OF 
BUILDING YOUR 

BRAND STORE ON 
AMAZON



Navigation: By focusing on its navigation Amazon 
makes the retailers job easy. 

Selection: The product selection in terms of result 
output is based on reviews and best conversion rate.

Immediate Close (CTR): The top results are usually 
that have the highest conversion.

Affinity & Social Marketing: It will provide products 
based on what others usually buy after purchasing this 
product (social).

Maximize Potential: The algorithm matches the 
shoppers expenditure history and maximizes the sale.

THE AMAZON A9 
ALGORITHM: THE 

CORE



Fulfillment Type: Prime products rank higher

Reviews: Higher review stars better ranking

Images: Better images- better CTR-better ranking.

Brand & Product Content: Information with links, 
images, bulleted features rank better

Paid: Amazon Sponsored Ads support and add to all 
organic efforts. 

Promotions: Add sales, CTR increases pushing 
ranking as well

THE AMAZON A9 
ALGORITHM: 

INDIRECT FACTORS



The most important thing to remember about the A9 
algorithm: 

Amazon focuses on products that convert, not 
those with the most keyword usage. In short 
Amazon is already utilizing what Google is now 
moving towards.

SUCCEEDING ON 
AMAZON



Optimizing for customer conversion first, while 
including important keywords will help with the A9. 
Brands should recognize that Amazon product listings 
show up in the top paid and organic spots on Google 
search (sometimes above the Brand's own site) so 
how you optimize your titles and bullets plays a key 
role in what off-Amazon customers see.“

— Joseph Hansen, CEO of Buy Box Experts

SUCCEEDING ON 
AMAZON



• Keyword research remains extremely important in 
Amazon search

• However, your focus should be on keywords with 
high conversion intent, rather than high volume

• Borrow keywords from search marketing campaigns 
to get started

• Find the keywords most likely to match the  
purchase intent of your customers

KEYWORD 
RESEARCH



• The Amazon Algorithm is based on its category 
index. Placing your brand or products in the 
incorrect category can cause your brand to become 
invisible.

• Make sure it is very specific and allows users to 
avoid any confusion.

PICK THE RIGHT 
CATEGORIES



• https://services.amazon.com/services/soa-approval-
category.html

LEARN THE 
CATEGORIES AND 

REQUIREMENTS



• The product title is the most important as this gets 
you the highest CTR.

• Leverage the keywords without stuffing. 
• Be brand focused and be concise.
• Optimized titles should have: Brand name & Product 

name
• The Amazon guide will have the format to be used 

for each specific category. An example is:

[Brand] + [Feature] + [Material] + [Key Ingredient] + 
[Product Type] + [Model Number] + [Size] + [package 
count] + [Color] + [Flavor]

TITLE OPTIMIZATION



• You have 250 characters for optimizing the search 
terms including spaces.

• Utilize the keyword research that was done and do 
not repeat keywords. Use synonyms and 
associations. Focus on long tail keywords and one 
or two competitive terms. 

• This is where you can gain a competitive edge.

SEARCH TERM 
OPTIMIZATION



• This is where you add the competitive keywords or 
highly searched keywords.

• The algorithm does utilize product features and this 
will help your product convert better.

• The description needs to be specific to what the 
user is searching for and specific to what they want 
to read.

• Add links, bullets, and be clear.
• Minimum character length is 200 characters and 

accuracy becomes essential.

PRODUCT 
DESCRIPTION 
OPTIMIZATION



• What you do to optimize your organic listings will 
have a big impact on your search listings as well. 

• If using auto targeted Sponsored Campaigns, 
having optimized product details will help quickly 
identify keywords and search terms that convert the 
most. This will allow you to create manual 
Sponsored Product campaigns and bid more 
aggressively for top converting keywords.

ORGANIC & PAID 
SYNERGIES



Considering how organic search has changed in 
search engines, including Amazon, any SEO strategy 
will need to overcome marketing gaps.

• Create a  brand page
• Identify the products to be promoted on Amazon
• Due diligence on Keyword Research

Continually improve and learn:
• Historical data and CTR
• Competitor trends
• Pricing and Repricing
• Don't be the cheapest.

LAST WORDS



ONE LAST SESSION:
Friday

March 16 – 1:00PM EDT

Advanced Tactics for 
Omnichannel Growth

Invite Your Colleagues: 
www.netelixir.com/webinar/



FREE SEO ANALYSIS:
www.netelixir.com/contact/



QUESTIONS?
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